SECRET
HANDLE VIA BYEMAN
CONTROL SYSTEM

SUBJECT: STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE OF GFE FOR NASA

1. THE LIST OF HARDWARE TO BE STORED HERE FOR POSSIBLE USE BY NASA HAS BEEN FORWARDED UNDER SEPARATE COVER TO HUBBARD AND TRAINER. THE FOLLOWING POINTS SHOULD BE EMPHASIZED:

A. THE TOTAL VALUE OF THE HARDWARE ITEMS IDENTIFIED FOR POSSIBLE NASA USE IS $12,534.34. ALL ITEMS ARE PRESENTLY LOCATED AT BRISK EXCEPT FOR A SMALL NUMBER OF POWER AND CONTROL UNITS AT TS. THE LATTER ITEMS (ATTACHMENT 3 TO BRISK LETTER DATED 20 JANUARY 1970) WILL BE SHIPPED TO BRISK FOR STORAGE.

B. BRISK'S COST PROPOSAL FOR THIS EFFORT CAN BE SUMMARIZED AS FOLLOWS:

1. ONE-TIME COST OF ESTABLISHING A SECURE STORAGE AREA:
   $5,316 (INCLUDING G & A AND FEE);

2. STORE AND MAINTAIN PER MONTH (INCLUDING G & A AND FEE:
   
C. IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE COSTS, NASA SHOULD BE IN A POSITION TO PROVIDE APPROXIMATELY $20,000 TO COVER DISPOSITION OF THE HARDWARE ITEMS IN THE EVENT THE ITEMS ARE TO BE DISPOSED OF UNDER THE SAFSP HOLDING CONTRACT (REFERENCE MY MESSAGE, BRISK 8090 DATED 25 NOVEMBER 1969).
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PRIORITY CHARGE
DORIAN SECUR:
FOR COLONEL L'HUEREUX, COLONEL FITZGERALD AND MAJOR TRAINOR FROM MR. HUBBARD.
NASA HAS REQUESTED MAC DAC HUNTINGTON BEACH SUPPLY WORKSHOP TECHNICAL DATA TO ONF AND G.E. IN SUPPORT OF STUDY AND ALL TRANSACTIONS TO BE VIA BYEMAN SECURITY CHANNELS.
REQUEST YOU PROVIDE J. PIETZ MAC DAC HB WITH COPY OF WORK STATEMENTS.
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